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Shortly after Supernova 1987a exploded, IUE recorded on the U. S. and European shifts
several high resolution spectra before the object's ultraviolet flux had faded. Within a day or
two, we and a number of other groups applied to the observatory director, Dr. Yoji Kondo, to
obtain permission to analyze the spectra. That permission was granted to us, and on July 24,
1987 Princeton submitted a proposal to GSFC to obtain funding which would support our
investigation.
Our primary interest was to analyze the interstellar lines produced by gases along the line
of sight which reside in our galactic plane and halo, as well as material in the LMC or the
immediate environment of the supernova. Initially, our motive was to generate a brief paper
within a short time scale, giving a cursory treatise on the properties of the absorption lines and
a first-order interpretation of the implications. It soon became apparent that others, notably
the Harvard/GSFC collaboration and a group of scientists affiliated with ESA, had similar
intentions and already had a head start on us. We therefore reformulated our approach and
elected to embark on a longer range effort to analyze the results at a higher level of sophistica-
tion. We, Dr. Blair Savage (U. Wisconsin) and Dr. Klaas de Boer (U. Bonn, FRG) then agreed
to collaborate on many of the phases of the proposed research.
One might have asked, "Why is it important to understand the lines toward the super-
nova, when similar information is available to us from the other stars in the LMC?" The
answer is that the quality of the profiles displayed by the supernova was far superior to that
obtained from the llth, 12th and 13th magnitude stars. The exposure levels in one of the two
supernova spectra was excellent, and the duration of the exposure was so short that there was
negligible particle background fogging. For the O and B type stars in the LMC, the fluxes are
so weak that exposures must run for many hours, and even then, the intensity levels are less
than optimum. A further advantage in using the supernova spectrum for interstellar line
analysis was that the continuum was perfectly smooth. For stars, there are usually interfering
stellar lines to add confusion.
-2-
2. RESEARCH EFFORT COVERED BY THE GRANT
First, we attemptedto forecastthe probableapproachesof the other approved investiga-
tors, so that we could avoid duplicating their research programs as much as possible. It was
for this reason that we did not embark upon a standard abundance analysis of the gases, but
instead concentrated on an interpretation of the ionization and fine- structure excitation of
assorted atoms. Our goal here was to learn more about conditions in various regions of space
and perhaps identify the probable origins for some velocity components whose locations were
uncertain.
Shortly after the grant was in effect, B. Savage obtained data on tapes for all of the high
resolution spectra recorded for the supernova. Since the proprietary period had expired, he
could gain access to the European data in addition to the US exposures he was entitled to
under the terms of the discretionary time ruling by the observatory director.
In the year following the data acquisition, we analyzed the results and created some
interpretations which we believe to be unique. At the end of the grant period, we finished
writing the scientific paper and submitted it for publication to the Astrophysical Journal. We
have yet to receive the referee's comments. A copy of the paper in its present form is included
as an addendum to this report. There is some likelihood that the paper will be modified after
we obtain the referee's report. We anticipate that it will appear in the journal in about a year
from now.
We have no plans to carry out additional research on the IUE spectrum of supernova
1987a.
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2ABSTRACT
An averageof all highresolutionUV spectraof supernova1.987Arecordedby IUE afew daysafterthe
explosionrevealsnumerousinterstellarabsorptionlinesbetween1200and3100,/_.Featuresproducedin
theneutralmediumof ourgalaxyandtheLMC (e.g.thosearisingfrom O I, C I, C II, Mg I, Mg II, Fe11,
Mail, Si 11,Ni II, etc.), togetherwith linesfrom muchhigherstagesof ionization (A1111,Si IV andC
IV), wererecordedwith far greaterfidelity thanfor previousobservationstowardstarsin theLMC, owing
to thesupernova'sextraordinarybrightnessandvery smoothcontinuum.
Althoughprof'flesareshownfor alargenumberof species,ourstudyemphasizestheabsorption
producedby themorehighly ionizedspeciesincludingAI III, Si IV and C IV. The observed absorption
line velocity structure which covers the heliocentric velocity range from -30 to 330 km s- 1 is very
complex. In our discussions, we assume that the absorption with v < 120 km s -1 occurs in the Milky
Way and its halo while the absorption with v > 190 km s -1 occurs in the LMC. The line profiles for AI
II1, Si IV and C IV are converted into plots of optical depth (and column density) versus velocity. In the
velocity range which we believe pertains to the Milky Way, we f'md that the prof'fles for Si IV and C IV
are quite similar and much smoother than the jagged appearing A1 III prof'fle. On relating column
densities, we find that while the C IV to Si IV ratio is relatively constant (ranging from 3 to 5) over the
velocity range from 0 to 100 krn s-1, the C IV to A1 I17 and Si IV to A1111 ratios vary by nearly a factor of
10. This suggests that the C IV and Si IV along this sight line in the Milky Way and its halo may have a
common origin which differs from that for A1 11I. A1 III is almost certainly produced by ultraviolet
photoionization in the gas of the Milky Way disk and low halo. A different origin is therefore suggested
for Si IV and C IV.
Absorption lines created by gas in the immediate surroundings of the supernova are hard to differentiate
from the very strong features created by foreground, more generally distributed material in the LMC. The
best line for highlighting gas very near the supernova, the 1264/_ line from Si 1I in an excited
fine-structure level, indicated that out to about 10 pc from the supernova the density of a mass-loss wind
from the progenitor in its red giant phase is consistent with a total flux divided by the wind velocity l_i/v w
<lxl0 -6 M® yr -1 (km s-l) -1 . With the small accumulation of gas from such a wind, it does not appear
possible that the pulse of energetic photons created during the supernovas's shock breakout could explain
the strong Si IV and C IV features at LMC velocities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Theoccurrenceof thebrightestsupernovain 384years(SN 1987A)hasprovidedaunique
opportunityfor thestudyof interstellargasbetweentheSunandtheLargeMagellanicCloud
(LMC). The50kpc sightlineto theLMC samplesinterstellarmatterwhich includesdenseMilk),
Way diskgas,low densityMilky Wayhalogas,low densityLMC halogas,denseLMC disk gas
andgasin thecircumstellarenvironmentof thesupernovaitself. Thefavorableradialvelocityof the
LMC of about280krn s-1 Dopplershiftsabsorptionfeaturesassociatedwith theLMC awayfrom
thosebelongingto theMilky Way. Forarelativelyshortperiodafterits discovery, SN 1987A
wasverybright in thefar- andmiddle-ultravioletwavelengthsaccessibleto thespectrographs
aboardtheInternationalUltravioletExplorer (IUE) Satellite.Throughtheeffortsof thestaffatthe
USandEuropeanIUE controlstations,thehighdispersionspectralistedin Table1wereobtained.
Thepreliminaryanalysisof thesedata(deBoeret.al1987;Dupreeet. al. 1987)hasconfh-medthe
exceedinglyrich characterof theinterstellarmediumbetweenthesunandtheLMC whichwas
establishedthroughearlierIUE observationsof brightLMC starsby SavageanddeBoer (1979,
1981). An atlasof IUE interstellarline profilesfor thesightline to SN1987A basedon the
Europeandatais foundin Bladesetal. (1988).
Theopticalinterstellarabsorptionlinedatanowavailablefor SN 1987Aareamongthebest
availablefor any interstellarlineof sightandrevealthewealthof informationwhichpotentially
residesin suchdata(Vidal-Majaretal. 1987;Magain1987;Pettiniet al. 1988). While theIUE
spectrahaveonly moderatephotometricqualityandsubstantiallylowerresolutionthanmost




As aresult,uncertaintiesin measuringinterstellarlinesattributableto continuumplacementwill be
muchsmallerfor largesectionsin thesupernovaspectrathanfor typicalmeasuresof absorption
towardLMC starsby SavageanddeBoer (1981)or in themorerecentworkof SavageandMeade
(1989).
In thispaperwehaveaveragedthespectralistedin Table1 in orderto obtainUV absorption
line profilesof thehighest possiblequalityin thedirectionof SN1987A. All of thesespectrawere
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recordedbeforethesupernovahadfadedto thepointwherecontributionsfrom theadjacentearly
typestarsbecameimportant( Bladeset al. 1988).Thedetailsof theaveragingprocessandplotsof
theresultantprofilesarefoundin §II. Theanalysisdiscussedin §III and§IV is mostlyconcerned
with thenewinformationprovidedby thesedataaboutthe originof the interstellarabsorptionlines
producedby C IV, Si IV andA1 II/ at both Milky Way and LMC velocities.
Through the analysis of an absorption line which is unlikely to have strong contributions from
foreground material in the LMC, our observations can place an upper limit on the amount of
circumstellar ejecta from the supernova's progenitor. This limit, in turn, indicates that very little of
the strong Si IV and C IV absorption is created by a flash photoionization of nearby material at the
time of the supernova's shock breakout.
II. OBSERVATIONSAND REDUCTIONS
Theinterstellarabsorptionline observationspresentedherewereobtainedwith thetwo echelle
spectrographsaboardtheIUE satellite.The spectrographs,theirrespectiveSECdetectorsand
UV to visual light convenerscoverthefar-UV (1150to 2000A, SWPcamera)andmiddle-UV
(1800-3300A,LWP camera)regionsof thespectrumwith spectralresolutionsof approximately20
to 25km s-1 (FWHM). For detailsof theIUE satelliteandits spectrographseeBoggesset al.
(1978a,b).Theindividual spectrawereprocessedat theGoddardSpaceFlight Centeror attheESA
IUE analysisfacility in thestandardwaywith version2of theIUE software(Tumroseand
Thompson 1984).
Table 1lists thespectrafor whichmultiplehighdispersionIUE spectrahavebeenaveragedin
orderto obtaininterstellarline prof'fleswith highersignalto noisethanis availablein singlespectra.
Thevariousspectrawereall obtainedwith thesupernovacenteredin the large(10"x20")entrance
aperture.As aresult, thealignmentof truespectroscopicfeatureswith respecto detectorfixed
patternnoisestructurewill beapproximatelythesamefor all theexposureswith agivendetector.
Therefore,theaveragingprocesswill notappreciablyreducetheeffectsof detectorfixedpattern
noise.Table1 lists theexposuretimeandthedateandtimeof theobservationswhichwereobtained
atboth theNASA andESA groundstations.The supernovafadedveryrapidlyduringits early
evolutionparticularlyatfar-UV wavelengths.Therefore,thevariousspectradiffer in qualityandin
wavelengthcoverage.ThecommentstoTable 1indicatespectralregionswith weaksignallevels
andalsospectralregionswith detectorsaturationproblems.In producingaveragespectrawehave
rejecteddatain saturatedspectralregionsandin spectralregionswith very low signallevels.Most
of thefinal prof'flesweredeterminedbyaveragingthedatafrom morethantwo imagesasindicated
in thecolumnof Table 1thatlists thewavelengthregionsof thevariousspectrawhichwereusedin
theaveraging.
Thevariousspectrawereaveragedbyf'trstestablishingthevelocityshift requiredto bringthe
spectraintoacommonvelocitysystem.This wasdonewith referenceto themanyinterstellarlines
seenin thespectra.Thezeropointof thevelocity scalewastakento bethatprovidedby images
SWP30379,30381and30383at_.< 1800/_,.Thevelocity shiftsof thelong wavelengthdatawere
obtainedby makingthemiddleUV linesof FeII havethesamevelocityastheFe11_.1608.456/_
line. Thevelocity shiftsactuallyappliedto theindividualspectraare listedin Table1. Velocity
shiftsof up to -18km s-1 wererequiredto registertheLWP imagesto theaverageof SWP
30379,30381and30383.Within asingleimagetherewasnoattemptto allow for differentvelocity
shiftsfrom line to line with theexceptionof the linesof Si II _.1808andA1I/I _._.1854and1862.
Becauseof detectorsaturation,thedatafor theselineswereobtainedfrom anumberof images
whichhadweaksignalsfor _.<1800/_. Theregistrationof thedatafor theselineswasto thescale
establishedby SWP30379. We notethroughoureffortsto bringthesedataintovelocity
registrationthat2c velocityuncertaintiesof about8km s-1existin thecombineddata. Differences
this largeoccasionallyexistbetweenourpresentationof theresultsandtheatlasof Bladeset al.
(1988)which arebasedon theEuropeandataaloneandfor whichno specialcorrectionswere
applied.
In the averaging process the measured signal (i.e. flux x integration time) for the individual
spectra are linearly interpolated into 5 km s-1 velocity bins and added. The wavelength
uncertainties introduced by the averaging process degrades the spectral resolution of the final data.
We estimate that the resolution of the averaged data is approximately 25 km s-1 (FWHM).
For selected lines of particular interest (e.g. Si II* k 1264.730/_) where even the averaged data
are very noisy, we have smoothed the averaged spectra by applying a triangular weighting function
to three adjacent 5 km s -1 velocity bins with a weighting function of 0.5,1.0 and 0.5.
In the processing of the individual spectra, the linearized data numbers extracted from the
image were corrected for the instrumental background, the echelle blaze function and the
instrumental sensitivity using the standard proceedures described in Turnrose and Thompson
(1984). For absorption lines with k < 1300 A for the SWP spectra and for _. < 2300 A with the
LWR spectra, where the crowding of echeUe orders causes this proceedure to over estimate the
appropriate background, an additional level shift was determined with reference to the cores of the
very strong interstellar lines in these wavelength regions. This additional shift typically amounted to
10 to 20 percent of the continuum level.
The velocity structure of the interstellar absorption to the LMC is exceedingly complex and not
easily summarized with words or tables. We have therefore provided plots of the average observed
flux from the supernova in the vicinity of many of the interesting interstellar lines which are within
the detection capabilities of the IUE. The lines plotted and echeUe orders from which the data are
obtained are listed in Table 2. In some cases, more than one absorbing species produces a line in
7eachshortregionof thespectrumplottedasindicatedin Table2. Theline profile plots ona
heliocentricvelocity scaleareshownin Figure 1. Forthedirectionof thesupernova,oneshould
subtract16krn s-1from a heliocentricvelocityto obtainthevelocityin thelocal standardof rest.
Detectorreseauxareidentifiedon theprof'deplotswith the letterR.
HI. RESULTS
TheUV interstellarabsorptionline spectrumseentoward.SN 1987Acontainsinformationabout a
largenumberof phasesof theinterstellarmediumin boththeMilky Way andin theLMC. These
phasesincludethoseproducingsuch neutralgasfeaturesasO I, C I, Mg I, andC11to thehighly
i_onizedgasabsorptionphasesresponsiblefor thelinesof A1HI, Si IV, CIV andN V. In addition,
theabsorptionfeaturesof C II, Si II andMg II with their largef valuesaresensitiveto intervening
gashavingextremelylow columndensities.Theemphasisin thispaperis on thepropertiesand
origin of theabsorptionfeaturesproducedbythemosthighly ionizedgasfoundat bothMilky Way
andLMC velocities.
a)Velocities
The complex structure exhibited in Figure 1 appears to be a general characteristic of the LMC
sight line, which passes through a large number of different absorbing regions in the Milky Way and
in the LMC ( de Boer and Savage 1980 ; Savage and de Boer 1981; Songaila et al. 1986).
Vidal-Madjar et a1.(1987) noted in their very high signal to noise and high resolution (FWHM = 3 km
s-1 ) spectra the presence of possibly 23 distinct absorption components in the heliocentric velocity
range of 0 to 300 km s -1. Some of these many components may represent sub-structure within main
components.
The principal components seen in the IUE data for low ionization species occur at heliocentric
velocities of approximately 15, 65, 120, 170, 220 and 280 km s "1 . These velocities actually refer to
features which are blends of components, a result which is apparent with reference to the higher
resolution Ca II line data. For example the 15 km s-1 component seen in the IUE data for low
ionization species such as Si 1I, Mg I, and Fe II is actually probably composed of components near
9,16 and 23 km s -1 while the 65 km s-1 feature is probably composed of absorption components
near 40, 57, 65, 72, and 75 km s-1 and the very strong feature near 280 km s -1 probably contains
seven subcomponents spread over the velocity range 250 to 295 km s -1 with the strongest
components near 280 and 286 km s -1 (Vidal-Madjar et al. 1987). The velocities inferred from the
IUE data exhibit differences from one ion to the next. Some of these differences undoubtedly are
produced by ion to ion differences in the relative strengths of the many components created by
differences in the excitation conditions, elemental abundances (and their gas phase depletions), and
perhaps the degree of line saturation.
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The low ionizationlineswhichhavelargef values,suchasthoseof C II, Mg II andSi II, are
extremelystrongandwide.Forexample,theMg II _.2795.528line exhibitsnearlytotalabsorption
between-10and+300km s-1 andhashalf intensityabsorptionvelocities,v_andv+, whichrange
from -30 to +330km s-1.It is apparentfrom thesestronglinesthatthereexist low ionization
componentsof absorptionnearapproximately-15and+315km s-1which arenot seenin CaII
absorption.
Thehigherionizationlinesof A1III, Si IV and C IV exhibit absorption with components having
their peak absorption centered near heliocentric velocities of 20, 65, 200 and 280 km s -1 . The very
strong feature centered near 280 km s" 1 is certainly multicomponent in character with two or more
components absorbing in the range from 250 to 300 km s-1 being required to explain the breadth and
shape of the feature. While weaker absorption occurs at other velocities, its component structure is
not well enough deffmed to make velocity assignments possible. In the velocity range from -50 to
+200 km s-1, the high ionization C IV lines have a distinctly "smoother" appearance than do the lines
of A11II and Si IV or the lines of species in lower ionization states having roughly similar absorption
line depths (e.g. Si II X1808.00, Mg I X2852.127, Fe II _.1608.456). A more quantitive
comparison of the similarities and differences between the absorption profiles for the highly ionized
species and some of the lower ionization species is found in §Illb.
The IUE data in the region of the N V doublet at kk 1238.821 and 1242.804 are extremely
noisy. Useful information on the presence or absence of interstellar N V can only be obtained by
processing the individual IUE echelle orders containing the lines of the N V doublet with a spectral
extraction routine that properly corrects for the detector fixed pattern noise. Until this work is done,
we consider any statements in the literature about the presence or absence of interstellar N V
absorption toward the supernova based on the spectra we have examined as quite tentative.
b) Profile Analysis Technique
In a conventional analysis of interstellar absorption lines, one identifies specific velocity
components, measures their equivalent widths, and then derives column densities using a curve of
growth based on the saturation behavior of a simple Gaussian distribution of radial velocities.
However, for the features seen in the supernova spectrum, the principal, seemingly distinct
components are sometimes blended together by the instrumental profile. Also, as we pointed out
earlier we know from high resolution recordings of the absorption features from K I, Na I and Ca II
in thesupernovaspectrumatvisiblewavelengthsthatsinglepeaksin theIUE spectraareactually
composedof complex,narrowercomponents.
Onemightbetemptedto try to usethehighresolutiondatato createadetailedmodelthat
reconstructshowtheultravioletlinesshouldsaturateastheygrow stronger.Exceptin special
circumstances,this is ahazardousundertakingfor severalreasons.First,differentatomicspecies
exhibitdifferentpatternsof absorption.TheCaII linestowardthesupernovaaremorenumerousand
somewhatless"spiky" thantheNa I or K I lines. This is probablya consequence of drastic
reductions in the calcium depletion for components which have been shocked and accelerated -- a
phenomenon recognized long ago for material within the galactic plane (Routly and Spitzer 1952).
Second, the fractions of atoms existing in stages of ionization below those favored for H I regions
scale with the local electron densities (and inversely with the density of ionizing radiation). Because
the interstellar medium is heterogeneous, the curves of growth of such lines can differ from those of
atoms in their favored (and higher) ionization stages (Spitzer and Jenkins 1975). Finally, an even
cursory examination of the IUE data for ions with differing excitation potentials provide direct
evidence that no single velocity pattern is globally appropriate.
For the reasons given above, we chose to present and interpret the IUE data in the following,
graphical fashion. After defining a continuum level Ic(_.), we converted residual intensities I(_.)
into apparent optical depths according to the relation
_(_)= In[Ic (_.)/I(_.)]. (I)
Itisimportanttonote,however, thatthe't(_.)definedabove correctlydepictsa smoothed optical
depth only under the conditions that x(Z.) << 1 or else the velocity structure is fully resolved by the
instrument.
As a start, we shall examine the behavior of the velocity structure exhibited by an ion which is
expected to be abundant in ordinary H I and H II regions. Figure 2 shows logarithmic plots of the
apparent 1; 's of the column density based on the three absorption lines of Si II. In the plot, the curves
for different lines are displaced vertically on the logarithmic scale so that each would depict the
logarithm of a column density per unit velocity
log [ N ( v ) ] = log "t - log fk + 14.576 [cm -2 (kin s-1) ], (2)
if the x's were indeed valid. The f values for the transitions are those given by Shull, Snow and York
(1981). The fact that the curves for the strong lines at 1304 and 1526]k are significantly below that of
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theweakerline at 1808./kindicatesthatunresolved,saturatedprofilestructuresarepresent.
As anexperiment,wesimulatedhow the"t plots would behave if IUE were observing absorption
lines of different strength from an element whose detailed velocity profiles were identical to those of
Ca II. To do this, we generated a family of log x plots by raising the Ca II absorption line residual
intensities to various powers, smoothing them by the IUE instrumental profile 1, and then performing
the conversions according to equations 1 and 2. Except for some overall changes in abundance from
one velocity complex to another, the relative vertical positions of the simulated profiles agreed with
those shown in Fig. 2 for identical differences in log f _.. This concordance indicates that the
generally complex and ragged character of the Ca II velocity profiles is duplicated by Si II. If we
accept the Ca II proFtle structures as a valid model for those of Si II, we also learn from our
simulation that for v < 220 km s-1 the log (x) depicted by the weak 1808 ]k line is a valid
representation for the true log( N/f'L ) (i.e., it is not just a lower limit).
The shoulder located at -40 km s-1 in the 1808/_ line seems to have no counterpart in the 1304 or
1526 ]k lines. While there is a strong transition of S I at 1807.311/_,, its apparent velocity with
respect to the Si II line should be -116 km s-1. A strong absorption by neutral atoms at about +75
km s -1 is not indicated by the high resolution data for K I or Na I (Vidal-Madjar et al. 1987).
c) Interpretation orAl 111, Si IV and C IV Profiles
We now focus on the profile shapes in the IUE recordings of absorption features ascribed to
highly ionized species. Figures 3 to 5 show the optical depth plots for A1 III, Si IV and C IV,
respectively. For each ion, the transition probability of one line is twice that of the other. After
moving log x of the weak A1111 1862.795 ]k line up by 0.3, in order to compensate for differences
in log (f'L), we find the curve agrees well with that of the stronger 1854.720/_ line for the velocity
component we identify with the LMC, while the right-hand peak in the group we identify with our
galaxy (at 65 km s -1) exhibits a small disagreement. As with Si I/, the magnitudes of the differences
between the strong and the weak lines are generally consistent with what we have constructed from
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1 The IUE instrumental profile at high resolution has a measured FWHM of approximately 20
km s -1 for 1300 < _.< 1600 _ and 26 km s -1 for )_ - 1800/_, (Evans and Imhoff 1985). In our
reconstruction of the profiles, we assumed a Gaussian functional form with these widths and then
calculated the modification caused by the additional smoothing and binning in our data reduction.
thehigh resolutiondatafor Ca11. These differences are smaller than those seen in Figure 2 because
the actual optical depths are considerably less.
Between -20 and 100 km s-1, the prominent, double-peaked structure seen for Si II and A1 III is
not nearly as well defined in Si IV, and it is weaker yet in C IV. Furthermore, there is no disparity in
the inferred log N(v) between the strong and weak lines for Si IV or C IV, even though the lines are
strong. These results indicate that the velocity structure of the more highly ionized species is
somewhat smoother than for the lower excitation ions.
Since the two tracings in Figures 3, 4 and 5 for the strong and weak lines of A1 III, Si IV and
C IV generally agree with each other, we can be confident that a simple integration of optical depths
over velocity should yield column densities which are flee of appreciable systematic errors caused by
the smoothing of unresolved, saturated structures. Table 3 lists logarithms of the column densities
obtained in this manner over three velocity intervals: (1) v < 120 km s -1, (2) 120< v < 190 km s -1
and (3) v > 190 km s -1 . The lower and upper limits ("1.1." and "u.l.", respectively) refer to
excursions in the values which would be permitted by systematic errors in the placement of the
continuum level and/or the assumed background (zero) intensity. In effect, these column densities
represent integrations along profiles connecting the lower or upper sets of small circles in the figures.
Errors in the continuum level were assumed to be equal to the observed rms deviations of intensity
about the continuum, divided by (p / 3) 1/2 where p is the number of intensity points used to define
the height and shape of the continuum. (The factor 3 is our estimate for the coherence length of the
errors.) We estimated that the let error in the background corresponded to about 5% of the local
continuum level. The limits in the table do not include additional errors caused by random noise for
individual intensities within the profiles. Over the velocity intervals where the absorption features are
relatively strong (intervals 1 and 3), these errors are less important than the systematic errors from
the background and continuum placements. For Si IV and C IV within the interval 3, the lines are so
saturated in the middle that we can only estimate lower limits for log (N).
Another way of considering the similarities and differences between the profiles for A1 M, Si IV
and CIV is to view the column density ratios as a function of velocity between these species. Plots of
N(Si IV)/N(AI III), N(C IV)/N(A11II) and N (C IV)/N(Si IV) as a function of velocity are shown in
Figures 6,7 and 8. While the comparisions of Si IV and C IV with A11II exhibit large variations, it
is interesting how the ratio of Si IV to C IV is relatively constant with velocity.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our discussionof the interstellar absorption line data toward SN 1987A will be divided into
four sections. Section IVa will consider the possible physical location of the gas which produces the
various absorption components found in the SN interstellar line spectrum. Section IVb WIU concern
ahsorption which we believe is likely occurring in the Milky Way and its gaseous halo. Section IVc
discusses LMC gas, and §ivd discusses the circumstellar environment of the SN. The emphasis in
these discussions will be on the results relating to the most highly ionized species accessible to the
IUE (e.g. A1 11I, Si IV and C IV). However, in the case of the SN circumstellar environment we
also consider the excited fine structure levels of Si II.
a) Physical Location of the Absorbing Gas
Because of the kinematical complexity of the observed absorption spectrum toward the LMC, it
is difficult to unambigously determine the physical location of the gas producing the various
absorption components detected in the IUE data. It is certainly reasonable to assign components
near VHeli o of about 15 km s-1 which correspondes to vLS R of -lkm s -1 to absorption by relatively
local Milky Way gas and the components near the LMC radial velocity of about 280 km s- 1 with
absorption by gas in the LMC. The uncertainty concerns the components having the intermediate
heliocentric velocities of approximately 65,120,170,200, 220 km s -1. In their studies of six
stars in the direction of the LMC, Savage and de Boer (1979, 1981) and de Boer and Savage
(1980), found that most LMC sight lines have absorption components near 65 and 120 km s "1 and
additional components at velocities greater than about 160 km s -1. Savage and de Boer (1981)
attributed the components near 65 and 120 km s-1 to absorption by distant Milky Way halo gas and
believed the higher velocity components were more likely associated with the LMC and its halo.
Songiala et al. 1986 have proposed instead that the intermediate velocity components are more likely
associated with the LMC and that the LMC sight line has an anomalously large number of
absorption components which might arise from the dynamical interaction between the Milky Way
and LMC . While the supernova data generally confirm the complex absorption characteristics of
the LMC sight line, the data do not help particularly in resolving the the controversy which
surrounds the assignment of the physical location of the absorbing components.
In order to organize the following discussions which emphasize the absorption in A1111, Si IV
and C IV, we will assume that the features near 15 and 65 km s-1 are associated with the Milky
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Way andthatthe componentswithv > 190km s-1 most likely arisein theLMC. We will not
discussthelikely siteof origin for theweakhighionizationab.sorptionoccuringbetween120and
190km s-1.
b) Milky Way Gas
The line profiles for C IV, Si IV and A1 III toward the SN in the velocity range
v < 120 km s -1 provide important new clues about the highly ionized gas in the Milky Way disk
and halo. These data are of higher quality than the existing measurements for the LMC or SMC
sight-lines and can be more reliably analyzed because of the relatively smooth continuum produced
by the supernova. Our comments about these new data will draw heavily on the extensive amount
of past work undertaken with the IUE to probe the characteristics of the highly ionized gas in the
Milky Way disk and halo (for recent reviews see Savage 1987,1988; and Jenkins 1987).
The f'trst detection of highly ionized gas in the Milky Way halo was for the sight line to R144 in
the LMC (Savage and de Boer 1979). Subsequent observation of other LMC and SMC stars with
the IUE revealed the pervasive nature of that gas (Savage and de Boer 1981). The sight line to the
LMC passes in a direction (1 _ 280 ° , b = -33 ° ) for which differential galactic rotation will produce
positive velocity shifts in the position of absorption lines. In fact the positive velocity extensions to
about 100 km s-1 of the early LMC interstellar absorption line data were rotationally analyzed to
infer that the density distributions of Si IV and C IV away from the galactic plane were
approximately represented by an exponential distribution with a scale height of about 4 _ (Savage
and de Boer 1981). The rotational analysis assumed the co-rotation of gas in the halo with gas in the
underlying disk. However, subsequent studies of the motions of halo gas have revealed that gas at
large distances from the galactic plane probably rotates more slowly than gas in the underlying disk
(de Boer and Savage 1983; Kaelble, de Boer and Grewing 1985). Allowing for this effect would
reduce the scale height estimate of 4 k-pc.
A more reliable way of determining the distribution of highly ionized gas with distance away
from the galactic plane is to produce plots of log [N(ion)lsin bl] versus log Izl for stars at a wide
range of Izl distances (Pettini and West 1982; Savage and Massa 1987). These plots reveal that the
Si IV and C IV density distributions are very patchy with a peak to peak spread of about 1 dex. The
average behavior of log[N(ion)lsinbl] versus log Izl suggests that the density stratification is
roughly consistent with an exponential density distribution having a scale height of about 3 kpc
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combined with a sudden density enhancement near Izl of about 1 kpc which produces a sudden
increase in N(ion)lsin bl of about a factor of 2 to 3.
Theories for the origin this highly ionized gas in the galactic halo must be able to explain the
support of the gas and ionization of the gas. Two competing models for the support of the gas are
the "galactic fountain model" (Shapiro and Field 1976; Bregman 1980) and the cosmic ray
supported halo models (Hartquist, Per'tim and Tallant 1984; Chevalier and Fransson 1984). In the
galactic fountain model, gas will be propelled into the halo as a consequence of supernova
explosions which heat and elevate the pressure of gaseous regions in the galactic disk. The regions
of elevated pressure may break out from the galactic plane and provide an injection of gas into the
halo where the gas may cool and return to the disk in a flow pattern resembling a fountain. A
process that will occur on a more gradual basis is "galactic convection". Here it is recognized
from far ultraviolet absorption line studies of O VI (Jenkins 1978) and diffuse soft X-ray studies
(McCammon et al. 1983) that there exists in the galactic disk a hot (T = 0.3 to 2x106 K), low
density (n ---10 -3 cm -3 ) phase of the interstellar medium which may fill much of the volume of the
galactic disk. Hot (106 K) gas in the solar region of the galaxy is buoyant. Its thermal scale height
is about 7 kpc. The gas will therefore tend to flow outward away from the galactic plane into the
halo where it may cool and return to the disk as cooler clouds in a convective exchange.
In the cosmic ray supported halo models, the gas is supported at its large z by the pressure of
outwardly streaming cosmic rays. Here, instead of collisional ionization by electrons at a
temperature of 0.8 to 2x105 K, the high state of ionization may be created by energetic photons
from hot white dwarf stars (Dupree and Raymond 1983), normal population I stars or from the
extragalactic EUV background. A number of recent calculations have concentrated on determining
the production of the highly ionized gas by photoionization (Hartquist, Pettini and Tallant 1984;
Chevalier and Fransson 1984; Fransson and Chevalier 1985; Bregman and Harrington 1986).
From this work it appears possible to understand the observed amounts of Si IV and C IV and in
particular the sudden rise in N(ion)Isin bl near z = 1 k-pc from photoionization by the EUV
background. However, the various calculations have difficulty producing the amount of N V
observed toward halo stars (Savage and Massa 1987). N V is an important ion since among those
ions accessible to the IUE, it requires the greatest amount of energy for its production ( 77 eV).
Most hot stars containing He have strong He + edges at 54 eV. Therefore, the only stellar sources
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thatmightbecapableof conveningN IV intoN V aretheveryhothydrogenwhitedwarfs.
In Table4 we list the column density results, N(ion )Isin.bl, obtained for Milky Way halo
stars (Savage and Massa 1987), for HD 5980 in the SMC (Fitzpatrick and Savage 1983), for HD
36402 in the LMC (Savage and de Boer 1981) and for SN 1987A (this paper, see Table 3). We
note that the new SN results for Al III, Si IV and C IV are very similar to the values previously
obtained toward HD 36402 in the LMC. The factor of 3 difference between NOon )lsin bl toward
the LMC and SMC may be simply the result of the patchy nature of the high ionization absorption in
the halo.
A galactic fountain flow provides an explanation for some of the high ionization gas seen in
the galactic halo in absorption and emission. Edgar and Chevalier (1986) have calculated the
amount of Si IV, C IV, N V and O VI produced in cooling gas in a galactic fountain flow. For a
fountain mass flow rate of four solar masses a year on each side of the galactic plane, they predict
the column densities perpendicular to the galactic plane listed in Table 4. With a mass flow rate 2
times higher, their cooling gas calculation also predicts C IV and O I_ emission line strengths
which are compatible with the diffuse UV background measurements of Martin and Bowyer
(1987). Thus the combination of N V absorption and C IV emission gives strong support for the
presence of hot cooling gas in the galactic halo.
Although the cooling gas calculations of Edgar and Chevalier (1986) are able to produce
enough N V and C IV to be consistent with the IUE measurements of halo stars and extragalactic
sources, the amount of Si IV expected in the cooling gas is about three to five times smaller than
observed. Because of this problem and the sudden observed increase in N(ion)lsin bl near 1 kpc, it
appears that a complete explanation for the presence of Si IV, C IV and N V in the halo may require
the operation of a galactic fountain in the presence of ionizing galactic and extragalactic radiation. In
this more complicated situation most of the observed N V would be produced in collisionally
ionized cooling fountain gas while most of the observed Si IV would be produced by
photoionization of high Izl gas. The C IV would represent an intermediate situation with important
contributions coming from cooling fountain gas and from photoionization. If this description is
correct, one might expect to record differences in the appearances of absorption line profiles for
species primarily produced by photoionization (e.g. A1111 and Si IV) and those primarily produced
by collisional ionization in cooling gas (e.g. C IV, N V and 0 VI). Unfortunately the IUE data for
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N V toward the SN are too noisy to be of any value and IUE is unable to operate at those
wavelengths needed to record O VI. Therefore, our assessment of possible changes in the behavior
of line profiles will be restricted to A1 III, Si IV and C IV.
In §IIIc we noted that between -20 and 120 km s-1 the prominent double peaked absorption
smacture seen for Si II and A1 HI is not as well defined in the Si IV and C IV profiles. This change
appears to be the result of a progressive increase in the overall breadth of the features from A1 HI to
Si IV to C IV. These differences are too large to be caused by changes in the Doppler broadening
among the three ions at their favored temperatures from collisional ionization. For instance, the
peak equilibrium abundances of C IV and Si IV occur near T = 105 and 0.8x105 K, respectively
(Shapiro and Moore 1976). At these temperatures, thermal Doppler broadening of C IV and Si IV
would produce gaussian broadened line profiles with FWHM of 20 and 11 km s" 1, respectively.
However, in non-equilibrium cooling as expected in a galactic fountain flow, the recombination of
the gas proceeds more slowly than its cooling and the temperatures at which Si IV and C IV peak in
abundance are somewhat reduced. Clearly a broadening of less than 20 km s- 1 for C IV and less
than 11 km s- 1 for Si IV would be inadequate for explaining al the observed profile differences
between A1 III, Si IV and C IV.
The most surprising effect seen in the detailed profiles shown in Figures 3,4 and 5 is that the
Si IV prof'fles more closely resemble the smoother appearing C IV profiles than the sharper A1 III
profiles. From the theoretical considerations referred to above, one might expect the profile of the
two species whose origin is expected to be dominated by photoionization (e.g. A1 III and Si IV) to
be roughly similar and to differ substantially from the profile for an ion expected to have an
important contribution from cooling fountain gas (e.g. C IV). Additional concern for the behavior
of Si IV with respect to C IV comes from an investigation of Figure 8 which shows the ratio of
column densities as a function of velocity. In the velocity range of strong Milky Way absorption
(i.e. from 0 to 100 km s -1) the ratios of C IV and Si IV column densities range from about 3 to
about 5. If the physical processes producing the C IV (e.g. cooling fountain gas plus some
photoionization) differ substantially from the processes which produce the Si IV (e.g.almost
entirely photoionization) it is difficult to understand why the ratios of these ions should be so
constant with velocity. While it appears that all the important atomic physics is included in the
calculation of expected column densities in cooling fountain gas by Edgar and Chevalier (1986), we
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wonderif errorsin someof theassumedatomicprocessrateshaveproducedanunderestimatein the
amountof Si IV expectedin suchagas.ReferringtoTable4owe seethatan increaseof the
predictedSi IV columndensityof aboutafactorof 3for theSNsightline wouldberequiredto
makethecalculationsagreewith theobservedvalue.
- If theobservedCIV andSi IV ionsarebothformedin theevaporativeinterfacesbetweencool
cloudsandahotmediumin whichtheyareimbedded,onemightexpectboth ionsto havesimilar
line profileswhichwouldbeinfluencedbythevelocitydisn-ibutionof thecoolercloudmaterial
alongthesightline butmodifiedsomewhatby thermalDopplerbroadeningandby theevaporative
expansionof thecloudmaterialin thehotterboundaries.In thecaseof evaporation,the ionization
lagsbehindtheheating.Therefore,ionssuchasC IV andSi IV will havetheirpeakabundancesat
temperaturesthatarehigher than in the equilibrium situation. For example, the non-equilibrium
evaporation calculations by Bohringer and Hartquist (1987) for C IV show that the peak abundance
of C IV occurs near 3 to 4x105 K rather than near the equilibrium value which is about lxl05 K. At
such a high temperature the FWHM of a C IV absorption line due to thermal broadening alone
would be about 35 to 40 km s -1. This amount of broadening could explain much of the observed
difference between the profiles of AI III and C IV in Figures 3 and 5. Unfortunately, as in the case
of the cooling fountain gas, the non-equilibrium evaporative interface models predict a C IV to Si IV
column density ratio of about 20 (Ballet et al. 1986) substantially larger than the observed ratio of 3
to 5.
In conclusion, while the actual column density estimates for C IV and Si IV in the Milky Way
halo gas toward the SN are compatible with expectations based on previous work pertaining to the
origin of Milky Way halo gas, we are troubled by the fact that the similarity in the profile of Si IV
and C IV suggests to us a similar physical origin for these two species. This conflicts with the
current theory, which suggests rather different origins for Si IV and C IV.
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c) LMC Gas
The present data can be used to address two questions of great interest: 1) Do the IUE data
provide clues about the nature of the interstellar medium local to the SN explosion into which the
SN ejecta will eventually expand? and 2) Do the IUE data contain evidence for the ionization
produced by the burst of EUV radiation which may have been produced by the SN explosion? In
orderto beginto answerthesequestionswemustfirst considerwhat is knownaboutthegaseous
environmentof theSNandwhatabsorptionfeaturesmightbeexpectedfor suchanenvironment
beforetheSNexplosionoccurred.
A visualinspectionof deep,narrow-bandimagesof the30Doradusregionof theLMC
obtainedin thelinesof Ha and[O III] _.5007by Lasker(1971),Elliot et al.(1977)andLortetand
Testor(1984)revealsthat SN1987Aoccurredwithin theboundariesof the southwesternextension
of the30Doradusnebula.Thegaseousemissionat thepositionof theSNis weakerthanat the
centerof thenebulawhich lies21arcminutesaway.However, theemissionis still quite strong
andexhibitsacomplexappearancewhichis acharacteristicof thegasin 30Doradus.An excellent
CCD imageof the[O 111]emissionimmediatelyaroundtheSNobtainedusingacoronographis
shownby d'Odorico(1987)who commentsthattheprecursorstarappearsto havebeenlocated
near theedgesonabrightridgeof [O 111]emissionwhich lies attheboundariesof abubble.
Althoughnebularemissionline spectrahavenotyet beenpublished,Danzigeret. al. (1987)noted
thattheemissionneartheSNhasthecharacteristicsof a low densityH II regionwith weaknitrogen
lines.
Thepresenceof [O 1II]emissionrevealsthehighlyionizedcharacterof thegasin thegeneral
vicinity of theSN. Thecreationof O111requires35.1eV which is similar to the33.5eV neededto
photoionizeSi III to Si IV. This impliesthatonemightexpectto measuresubstantialcolumn
densitiesof Si IV andperhapsevenC IV alongthesightlineto theSN asaresultof absorptionby
pre-existingH II regiongas,depending,of course,on theexactpositionof theSNwith respectto
thedenseclumpsof H II regiongasandwhetheror not theSNis in front of or behindthese
clumps. Informationaboutthe line of sightpositionof theSNcanbeinferredfrom thereddening
to the SNwhichhasbeenestimatedto beEfB-V) = 0.15 (Fitzpatrick1988). Approximately 0.07
magnitudes of this reddening is produced by the Milky Way ( McNamara and Feltz 1980) with the
remaining 0.08 magnitudes produced in the LMC. With the LMC hydrogen to EfB-V) ratio
appropriate for the 30 Doradus region from FitzpaTrick (1986) of 2.4 x l022 atoms cm-2mag - 1, an
LMC reddening E(B-V) = 0.08 implies the SN is beyond about 1.9 xl021 atoms cm -2 of H I. The
H 1 21 cm emission profiles of Rohlfs et. al. (1985) for positions near the SN give a total LMC H I
column density of 2x1021 atoms cm "2. The SN apparently lies beyond most of the neutral
interstellar gas in the LMC (de Boer, Richtler and Savage 1987).
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Fromtheinformationaboveweconcludeit is likely thatrelativelystrongto very strongA1III,
Si IV anC IV absorption will be produced by the pre-existing ISM in the direction of the SN.
However, it is difficult to make a reliable estimate of the expected strength of this absorption
because the ISM in the direction of the SN is so patchy. Some very rough guidance might be
provided by IUE interstellar absorption line measurements toward the three objects R136a
(de Boer, Koornneef and Savage 1980; de Boer, Fitzpatrick and Savage 1985), R144 (de Boer
and Savage 1980), and I-ID36402 (deBoer and Nash 1982) whose A1 II1, Si IV and C IV profiles
are shown Figure 9. R136a lies at the center of the 30 Doradus nebula and has E('B-V)LMC of
about 0.30. R 144 lies about 4.3 arc min from center of the nebula and has E(B-V)LM C of about
0.09 (Fitzpatrick and Savage 1984). HD 36402 lies in a roughly spherical H II region of
approximately 100 pc diameter located about 2 ° from R136a which places it well beyond the
boundaries of the 30 Doradus nebula and has a small E(B-V)LM C (see deBoer and Nash 1982). In
the progression from R136a to R144 to HD 36402, the Si IV and C IV absorption lines at LMC
velocities progress from exceptionally strong to moderately strong. One might expect the data for
the SN sight line to represent an intermediate case. However, we are unable to predict whether the
absorption line strengths will lie closer to the exceedingly strong R136a case or the moderately
strong R144 case.
The expected velocity of the A1 III, Si IV and C IV absorption produced by H II region gas will
depend on the gas kinematics near the site of the SN. It is well documented that the gas motions in
the 30 Doradus region are violent and complex and there can be large variations from one position
to the next (Elliott et a1.1977; Meaburn 1984). Y. H. Chu (private communication) has obtained a
long slit high resolution echelle spectrum of a position 10" south of SN 1987A with an east-west
slit orientation extending approximately 65" west and 130" east. The spectrum which includes the
nebular emission lines ofHct k 6563 and [N II] _._.6584 and 6548 was obtained 7 January 1988
(UT) with the echeUe spectrograph on the CTIO 4 m telescope, the air Schmidt camera and the
GEC 385x576 element CCD. The strong telluric Ha emission feature gives us a zero point in the
velocity scale and indicates that the 1.64" slit width provided a spectral resolution of 21 km s" 1
FWHM. The SN measurements were part of a program to study SN remnants in the MageUanic
Clouds. Details about the instrument configuration and the reduction techniques are given in Chu
and Kennicutt (1988). The resulting spectrum shows strong Her and weak [N II] emission from
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the general H II region gas of the outlying parts of the 30 Doradus nebula. The correction to
heliocentric velocity at the time of observation is Vob s - v Helio = 0.57 krn s-1. Although there is
some irregularity in the strength and velocity of the strong H0c emission along the slit, the general
H 11region heliocentric velocity over the region from 30" west to 50" east is 270 + 2 km s- 1. At
selected positions along the slit other velocity components of emission are apparent. For example,
strong Hct emission at 310 km s -1 is apparent at a position along the slit extending from
approximately 10" to 30" west. The extracted Ho_ spectrum for a 10.8 " long region along the slit
closest to the SN is shown in Figure 10. The nebular Hcx is centered at 270 km s -1 and has a
measured full width at half intensity of 47 krn s -1, a number which is only slightly affected by
instrumental resolution. At 1/10 intensity the nebular Ha can be traced from 230 to 310 km s -1.
Based on the Hct profile of Figure 10 and the assumption that H II region absorbing gas of
similar kinematic properties lies in front of the SN we might expect strong A1 I/], Si IV and C IV
absorption from the general H 1I region to have its maximum absorption centered near 270 km s" 1
and to have lines with full widths at half intensity of roughly 45 km s -1. The observed profiles of
AI III, Si IV and C IV seem well described by this prediction.
In the case of the neutral gas, the H I 21 cm emission line measurements of Rohlfs et al.
(1984) for two positions near the SN are illustrated in de Boer, Richtler and Savage (1987). These
data indicate that the bulk of the H I gas in the direction of the SN has a two component velocity
structure peaking near VHeli o of 245 and 280 km s -1 but with detectable emission extending over
the range from approximately 200 to 340 km s-1 .
We conclude from the discussion above that we would expect the pre-existing environment of
the SN to produce A1 HI, Si IV and C IV absorption ranging from moderately strong to very strong
and centered at a velocity of approximately 270 km s -1. This absorption will therefore represent a
major source of confusion in our attempts to understand the modifications of the surrounding
medium produced by the SN EUV flash.
In addition, there is some evidence that there may be a substantial amount of gas at
temperatures well above the range needed to collisionally ionize A1, Si and C to the levels we
observe. Pettini et al. (1988) have reported an absorption feature which could be the [Fe X]
_.6374.1 transition over radial velocities between 215 and 270 km s-1. Unfortunately, absorption
in the diffuse interstellar band known to exist near 6379.30/I, will blend with the absorption
identified asbeingproducedbyFeX. If thesubstanceproducingthediffusebandis presentin the
Milky Way matterin thedirectionof theSN, it could explain much of what is observed. If the
feature is due to Fe X, the lack of any observed chang_ in the strength of the feature over a time
scale of several months argues against the interpretation that the ions were created impulsively by
the supemova flash in a dense region very near the explosion. Instead, collisionally ionized gas (at
T - 106 K) over a volume several hundred pc to a kpc in diameter may explain the presence of 3 X
1016 Fe X ions cm -2, but this material must be behind nearly all of the foreground neutral
hydrogen in order to explain the lack of a very strong source of soft X-rays in this part of the sky
(Marshall and Clark 1984; Singh et al. 1987). In view of the enormous pressure (p/k > 106 cm -3
K) and radiative loss rates associated with the volume of hot gas, we should not be surprised to find
substantial abundances of A1 l]I, Si IV and C IV.
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d) Circumstellar Environment of the Supernova
The immediate surroundings of the supernova contain gaseous material expelled by the precursor
star at various stages of evolution. When the star was a red supergiant, a slow wind probably created a
large (-10 pc diameter) spherical volume of material centered on the star. Somewhere within the
innermost parsec of this sphere, the much faster and lower density wind from the more recent blue
supergiant phase swept up the wind from the cool star and compressed it into a thin, dense shell
(Chevalier 1988). When the supernova exploded, the gas within this shell was ionized abruptly by the
enormous impulse of ultraviolet photons created when the outermost portion of the supernova's
envelope was heated to T ~ 105.35 K by the emergence of the shock from the interior (Dopita et al.
1987; Woosley 1988). Several months later, UV and visible emission lines from atoms in the densest
portions of this compact shell became evident (Wamsteker et. al. 1987; Kirshner et. al. 1987) at a
heliocentric velocity of approximately 280 km s-1 and with a FWHM of about 30 km s -1 (Fransson et
al. 1988). The analysis of these data showed that the ejected material is especially rich in nitrogen -- an
indication that significant loss of the outer hydrogen envelope may have occurred in the star's earlier
stages of evolution. Moreover, ratios of different emission line strengths indicated a characteristic
density of electrons n e = 2x104 cm-3 (Fransson et al. 1988) and temperature T = 5.5x104 K (Wampler
and Richichi 1988). The angular extent of the region emitting the UV lines was not resolved by the IUE
spectrograph, which indicates the radius of the dense shell must be less than 0.3 pc. The fact that some
of the lines were still growing in strength about a year after the explosion (due to light travel time
effects) demonstrates that the shell must not be significantly smaller than 0.3 pc. Fransson et. al. gave a
very approximate estimate for the mass of the emitting material; their value of 0.05 M O is roughly
consistent with the expected amount of gas from both the blue and red star winds within several tenths of
a pc from the supernova.
In principle, UV absorption lines could provide additional information on the abundances and
physical character of gases very near the supernova. Unfortunately, nearly all of these circumstellar
lines are completely swamped by the very broad features created by the much larger amount of
foreground gas associated with the LMC. Our only hope in bypassing the effects of the more pervasive
gas at approximately the same doppler shift is to rely on absorption features from excited fine structure
levels of various atoms. Under the right circumstances these absorption features may strongly favor the
circumstellar gas, since the excited levels are populated either by collisions in regions of high density
andtemperature,or by opticalpumpingthroughhigherelectronicstatesin thepresenceof intense
ambientradiationfields (SpitzerandJenkins1975).
ThemostconspicuousUV linesfrom fine-structurelevelsarethosefrom theupperlevelof CH. In
anH 11regionat atemperature103_<T < 104 K, an electron density n e - 30 cm -3 is sufficient to create
an excited C II population equal to that of the ground level. The relative ease in creating C II*, together
with the high cosmic abundance of carbon, explains why we see C 1I* over a broad range of velocities
(more than 100 krn s -1) centered on 270 km s -1. Evidently we are still registering the presence of
foreground ionized (and possibly even neutral) gases associated with the LMC.
Lines from Si 11" are more difficult to produce. Within any H II region of low density, collisions
with electrons will create a ratio of Si H* to Si II which is 17 times lower than that of C I/* to C I/ -- a
fact supported by the profiles shown in Figure 1. For optical pumping the disadvantage is much less.
Si II has a number of very strong UV transitions from the ground state. It follows that Si I/* should
allow us to discriminate better the circumstellar absorptions from features produced by the more
extensively distributed material in the LMC. Hence, we shall rely on the Si II* absorptions (or lack
thereof) to probe the environment near the supernova. For our interpretation of the Si II* lines, we f'trst
need to predict how many of the nearby Si atoms escape being ionized to higher levels by the UV
photons from the supernova. A B3 Ia star produces 1045.57 Lyman limit photons s-1 (Panagia 1973).
This rate is about a factor 25 below that needed to maintain full ionization of 0.05 MO's of hydrogen at a
density n e = 2x104 cm -3. Therefore, provided the dense shell surrounding the supernova is reasonably
intact (i.e., it has not broken into thin f'tlaments with large gaps in between), most of the hydrogen
within and outside the shell must have been neutral prior to the outburst.
Nearly all of the Si atoms coexisting with the neutral hydrogen would be singly ionized. Initially,
the Si + would be shielded from most of the supemova's ionizing radiation (E > 16.34 eV) by
intervening neutral hydrogen. At a distance r from the supernova, we expect that only after a time delay
t(r) satisfying
t (r) -
4g N_. (t) r • (t) dE dt = NH(r) (3)
0 13.60 eV
will the ionization front eat its way through an interior volume containing NH(r) hydrogen atoms, either
within the shell or in the surrounding, undisturbed medium, and thereafter expose the Si II atoms to the
ionizing photons.
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For simplicity, we assume that the expanding supernova envelope radiates as a perfect
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black body, yielding a photon energy spectrum
1022 E 2 - 3 -1
9.89 x (photons on s erg 1) (4)
NE(t) = exp[ll605 E/X(t)]-I
To define the evolution of this flux with time, we adopted the effective temperature Te(t) from
Woosley's (1988) model 10H and calculated the envelope's radius r, (t) = [L(t) /4naTe4(t) ]1/2.
Another simplification of our analysis is that the thickness of the front is assumed to be infinitesimal and
that the hydrogen ahead of it is perfectly opaque to all photons with E > 13.60 eV. For the short time
scale which applies to this problem, there are virtually no recombinations of the ions or hydrodynamic
adjustments behind the front.
Once the ionization front has past beyond any given point, the local Si + is exposed to all of the
subsequent ionizing photons and has a survival probability,
oo oo
P(r) = exp [- (r,/r) 2 _ _ NE(t)a(E)dEdt ] (5)
t(r) 16.34 eV
where the photoionization cross sections c_(E) for Si + are those calculated by Reilman and
Manson(1979).
Virtually all of the Si atoms within the dense shell are ionized by the UV photons from the
supernova. Beyond the shell, the undisturbed wind created long ago by the red supergiant has a
hydrogen density




where the mass loss rate 1(/Iis expressed in M O yr-1, r in pc, and the velocity of the wind v w in km
s -1. For any reasonable values oflVl and v w, n(H) is too low to coUisionally excite the Si II fine
structure levels for r greater than a few tenths of a pc. However radiation from the supernova will excite
the very strong ultraviolet transitions of Si 17and optically pump the fine-structure levels of the ground
electronic state. In the context that the pumping lines are optically thin, Flannery, Rybicki and Sarazin





N(Si Iltota 1) 1 + 1.017
will be established, where
2
1012 iv r, ]
= 8.79x [TJ FV" (8)
(If the Si II is optically thick, the optically thin approximation must still apply in the inner part of the
zone, and the thickness of this zone is sufficient to produce observable Si 1I lines if the velocity
dispersion is not markedly less than the instrumental resolution of IUE.) The time constant for
establishing the equilibrium is governed by the inverse of the spontaneous decay rate A21 of the upper
fine-structure level, which for Si II amounts to 1.3 hours. Since this time is short compared to the
interval over which the flux could appreciably change at the time of observation, the equilibrium
calculation should be valid.
Near the middle of the time interval over which the shortest wavelength portions of the spectrum
were observed (the first four images listed in Table 1), Kirshner et. al. (1987) found that the apparent
flux of the supernova was about 1.1xl0 -23 erg cm -2 s-1 Hz -1 at wavelengths covering some of the
strongest Si II lines. To convert this flux into an estimate at a representative distance of 1 pc, we need to
compensate for the attenuation of the UV flux by foreground dust, in addition to multiplying the apparent
flux by the square of the distance to the supernova, (5x104 pc)2. Fitzpatrick (1988) estimates that the
total reddening E(B - V) toward the supernova is 0.15, of which 0.07 is created by material in our
galaxy. If we assume E(1250A- V)/E(B - V) = 6.6 in our galaxy (Savage and Mathis 1979) and 8.0 in
the LMC 1 (Fitzpatrick 1986) and consider that A v / E(B-V) = 3.1 in both regions, we calculate that
"dereddening" the flux should amount to an increase by a factor 4.2, making the real flux at 1 pc equal to
1.2x10 -13 erg cm -2 s -1 Hz -1 and _ -- 1.0.
The abundance A(Si) of atomic silicon to hydrogen in the circumstellar gas is probably considerably
lower than the solar abundance ratio, since the ratio of heavy elements to hydrogen in the LMC is lower
than that of our galaxy. Also, some of the Si may be depleted onto gains. Some insight on A(Si) in
1 The value could be as large as 10 if the supernova has dust which is more characteristic of that in front
of stars associated with the 30 Dor nebula.
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LMC gases is available from our plot of the apparent optical depth of the line at 1808/_,. An integration
ofx over the range 190 < v < 320 km s-1 ( see Fig. 2). leads to a formal result for the column density
N(Si II) = 3.5_+0.3x1015 cm -2. Unlike the profiles of the highly ionized species, however, we have no
assurance that unresolved, deeply saturated structures within the profiles are not misleading us into
underestimating the amount present. Moreover, many of the Si atoms in H II regions which are excited
by very hot stars may be doubly or triply ionized. Thus, our inferred abundance A(Si) taken from
N(Si II)/N(H) = 2x10-6 is actually a lower limit. Here, N(H) was taken to be 2x1021 cm -2 (see §IVc).
One might question whether or not A(Si) in the circumstellar wind could be different from the
generally distributed material in the LMC because grains are created efficiently but the material has not
yet been exposed to the usual destructive processes. On the one hand, a study of the mass-loss
envelopes of a diverse collection of M giants in our galaxy by Knapp (1985) indicates that there are no
anomalies in the gas-to-dust ratios. On the other hand, observations of very weak thermal SiO emission
in the outer portions of such envelopes by Morris et al. (1979) indicated that perhaps less
than 1% of the Si may have escaped being consolidated into grains. It is difficult to say whether or not
this high efficiency in depleting the gas-phase Si is maintained for the modified abundances in the
circumsteUar gas of the supernova progenitor.
Incorporating the principles discussed above, we arrive at our net expectation for the column density
of Si II* through the immediate neighborhood of the supernova,
N(SiII*) = f n(H) A (Si) P(r) N(SiII*) dr (9)
N(Si lltotal)
T,
The greatest concentration of Si II* is at about I or 3 pc from the supernova; very few of the Si atoms
remain in the singly ionized form within the dense shell. Table 5 summarizes the results of Eq. 9 for
several values of _v w. The numbers clearly show that the dependence of N(Si 17,) on M / v w is
much steeper than linear. The principal cause of this effect is that the additional material slows down the
ionization front in the critical region where optical pumping is important. The resulting delay shields the
Si atoms from the largest dose of hard, ionizing radiation which occurs at the very beginning. A factor
of 2 change in _ for appropriate values of/_I / v w seems to change the resultant N(Si II*) by a relatively
small amount.
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Thetracingsin Fig. ld reveala moderatelysignificantabsorptionfeaturedueto Si I]* at 1264.74A
at avelocity nearthatof thematerialin theLMC. Correspondingfeaturesarenotevidentfor thetwo
otherSi II* lines (_.X1309.27and 1533.45) becausethesetransitionsarenot asstrong.Assumingthat
the 1264.74,_line is completelyunsaturated,ourmeasuredequivalentwidth of 67+_.20m.&yieldsa
columndensityN(Si II*) = 5.5x1012cm-2 . Thevelocity centroidof theprofile is at 255+6 km s-1.
While we expect outflowing circumstellar material to have an absorption velocity slightly more negative
than most of the gas which can be seen in emission, our displacement of -25 km s -1 seems rather large.
It is likely that nearly all of the Si II* we have registered belongs to a foreground H II region in the
LMC, and indeed the velocity we measured is approximately consistent with this interpretation. Also,
we calculate that at a temperature of 104 K, an H II region containing the amount of Si II* that we
derived should have an emission measure of 600 cm -6 pc, assuming, as before, that Si/H = 2x10 -6 in
the LMC. The telluric Htt recorded by Y.H. Chu and shown in Fig. 10 can be used to extimate the
intensity of the much stronger nebular Ha emission near 270 km s-1. At the time of observation the
expected intensity of the telluric line based on the Ha models of Anderson et al. (1987) is
approximately 6.5 Rayleighs. This number assumes solar maximum conditions, which according to J.
Harlander (private communication) provide better agreement between the model predictions and recent
direct measures of the telluric Ha emission. Therefore, the nebular 270 km s-1 Hcc emission, which is
25 times stronger than the telluric line, has an intensity corresponding to about 160 Rayleighs.
Assuming that the Hcx emission is optically thin and gives 0.243 Rayleighs for 1 cm-6 pc at T = 104 K
(Osterbrock 1974), this implies a nebular emission measure of 660 cm -6 pc.
From the above argument, we propose that Si II*absorption from gas very near the supernova is of
order or less than about half the total column density we detected at 255 km s -1. For _ = 1, the
numbers in Table 5 indicate that a conservative upper limit for any mass-loss material which is outside
the dense shell gives a density less than that of a wind having/Vl / v w -lxl0 "6 M O yr -1 (km s-l) "1.
Our upper limit rules out the upper end of the range of observed mass loss rates for cool, giant stars
(e.g. Bowers 1985; Knapp 1985) such as those found for the OH/IR maser emission stars (Herman
1985).
If the dense shell of gas which is responsible for the emission lines contains 0.05 M O at a distance
of 0.3 pc, its column density of hydrogen N(H) would be 6xl018 cm-2. On top of it one could add
3x1019 cm -2 for the undisturbed wind material. Note that for our limit for /_I/v w , the mass of
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materialpiledupat r = 0.3pcworksout to 0.3MO. FromEq.6, thevolumedensityjust outsidethe
shellshouldbe < 35 cm-3, with an inverse-square law decrease at greater distances. This amount of
gas is substantially lower than the uniform value of 1000 cm-3 assumed by Raga (1987), who proposed
that most of the C IV and Si IV appearing at the LMC velocity in the supernova spectrum was created by
flash photoionization of the surrounding material. Quite apart from any specific model for the creation of
Si IV very near the supernova, we find that if we multiply our inferred total column density for
circumsteUar gas by our adopted A(Si), we arrive at N(Si) = 7.2x1013 cm -2 -- a value which is lower
than our observed lower limit for N(Si IV) for gas at velocities near that of the supernova (see Table 3).
Likewise, if the abundance of carbon in the circumstellar material is less than 1/10 the solar value, more
than 40% of the C would need to be triply ionized if N(C IV) equaled our lower limit of 1014.81 cm-2
deduced from the 1550.77 ._ line. This statement is probably much too conservative, since the real
column density of C IV is very likely to be substantially greater than our formal lower limit.
In addition to absorptions from Si II*, we could in principle also look for evidence of excited
neutral oxygen atoms. O I has two excited fine-structure levels, however for the 1302 A mulfiplet only
the upper member of the two levels is free from interference by another line (the 1304/_ line of Si 12).
The UV transitions which can pump O I are considerably weaker than those of Si II, however this is
compensated by the much lower spontaneous decay rate A21. For a given amount of gaseous material,
the visibility of O I is roughly equivalent to that of Si 17, and the higher cosmic abundance of oxygen is
balanced by the fact that the transition we can view is much weaker. The main drawback which makes
O I** less sensitive than Si 11" in our search for circumstellar material is that the statistical weight of the
upper level of O I is only 1/9 of the total for all three levels, as opposed to 2/3 for the excited level of
Si 11. Thus, we do not gain by including O I**.
Summarizing, our analysis of the essential features in the interstellar spectra at LMC velocities
suggest that the absorption is dominated by gas which was present in the vicinity of Sk -69 202 before
the star became SN 1979A. The strengths and the velocity smacture in the lines of C IV, Si IV and Si 1I*
are compatible with absorption by normal H II region gas.
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TABLE 1
HIGH DISPERSION 1UE ECHELLE SPECTRA OF SN 1987A
Image No. Exp. time Date (UT time) Ground a wavelengths (velocity shift) b
(min) 0at:rain) Station Angstroms 0cm s"l)
comment c
SWP 30377 14 Feb 24 (21:37) G
SWP 30379 14 Feb 25 (00:53) G
SWP 30381 30 Feb 25 (04:24) V
SWP 30383 45 Feb 25 (08:09) V
SWP 30384 11 Feb 25 (09:30) V
SWP 30389 25 Feb 25 (21:17) G
SWP 30394 40 Feb 26 (04:14) V
SWP 30399 75 Feb 26 (13:44) V
1230 to 1800 (-4);1800 to I900 (0)
1230 to 1860 (0)
1230 to 1800 (0)
1230 to 1800 (0)
1808 (-5); 1854 (-4); 1862(0)
1808 (-5); 1854 (-3)
1808 (-1); 1854 (+3); 1862(+5)
1808 (-4); 1854 (+5); 1862(+7)
image saturation for _.> 1900 A
image saturation for _.> 1860 A
image saturation for _.> 1800 A
image saturation for _. > 1800 A
weak signal for _. < 1700 ._
weak signal for _. < 1700 A
weak signal for _. < 1700 A
weak signal for _ < 1700 A
LWP 10190 1.83 Feb 24 (22:14) G 2000 to 3100 (-18)
LWP 10192 1.67 Feb 25 (00:45) G 2000 to 3100 (-18)
LWP 10194 5 Feb 25 (05:30) V 2000 to 2700 (-10)
LWP 10196 8 Feb 25 (07:52) V 2000 to 2700 (-8)
image saturation for 7_> 2700 ]_
image saturation for _. > 2700 A
a Images from both the Goddard (G) and Vilspa (V) ground stations were utilized in this study.
b We list the wavelength regions for which the various spectra were useful in our analysis and in parenthesis list the velocity
shifts in km s°1 needed to bring the various spectra into proper velocity registration.
c The different spectra vary considerably in quality and wavelength coverage. The SN faded very rapidly over the ftrst few days
of observations and reasonably complete wavelength coverage was only obtained with the early specu-a.
TABLE 2
UV Absorption Lines Illustrated in Figure 1
ion f a wavelengthb EcheUe Figure Notes
order
A111I 0.268 1862.795 74 la
A1 IH 0.539 1854.720 74 la
Si IV 0.262 1402.769 98 la
Si IV 0.528 1393.755 99 la
C IV 0.097 1550.774 89 la 1
C IV 0.194 1548.202 89 la 1
O I 0.0486 1302.169 106 lb 2
Si II 0.0055 c 1808.003 76 lb
Si II 0.147 c 1304.369 106 lb 2
Si II 0.23 c 1526.719 90 lb
Si II 0.959 1260.418 109 lb
C II 0.118 1334.532 103 lb 3
Mg I 1.77 2852.127 81 lc
Mg II 0.295 2802.704 82 lc
Mg II 0.592 2795.528 83 lc 4
AI II 1.88 1670.786 82 lc
Fe 11 0.0395 2373.733 97 lc
Fe II 0.203 2599.395 89 lc 5
Si 11" 0.860 1264.730 109 ld
Si II* 0.147 1309.274 105 ld
Si II* 0.076 1533.445 90 ld
C I 0.081 1560.310 88 ld 6
C I 0.136 1656.928 83 ld 6
Ni II 0.068 1741.560 79 ld
a f values are from Morton and Smith (1973) except as noted.
b X's are in vacuum for k < 2000 and in air for X >2000.
c f values from Shull, Snow and York (1981).
NOTESTOFOLLOW TABLE 2
NOTES.-- (1) Absorption by both components of the C IV doublet appear on
each plot. Note that the slight difference in appearance in the same
component from one plot to the next is the result of binning the data at
slightly different velocities in each plot.
(2) Si II _.1304 absorption is situated near the O I _,1302 absorption.
(3) Absorption by C II* k1335.71 overlaps absorption by C II _.1334.532.
However, the LMC C II* absorption is free of contamination.
(4) Absorption by both lines of the Mg II doublet appear on each plot.
(5) The features to the left and right of Fe II k2599 are Mn II Z.2593.731 and
X2605.697, respectively.
(6) The lines of C I are actually complex overlaping blends of absorption





Interval 1 Interval 2 Interval 3
( v<120 km s"l) ( 120<v<190 km s"l) ( v > 190 km s-1 )
log N log N log N
1.1. best a u.l. 1.1. best a u.l. 1.1. best a u.l.
AIIII 1854.72 13.09 13.12 13.15 11.49 11.64 11.73 13.45 13.49 13.53
AIIII 1862.79 13.11 13.15 13.18 12.01 12.08 12.15 13A8 13.51 13.54
SiIV 1393.76 13.54 13.58 13.62 12.72 12.77 12.82 14.02 ......
SiIV 1402.77 13.48 13.52 13.57 12.72 12.78 12.84 14.19 ......
C IV 1548.20 14.10 14.15 14.21 13.36 13.41 13.46 14.59 ......
C IV 1550.77 14.10 14.15 14.20 13.40 13.46 13.51 14.81 ......
a Lower limits (1.1.), best values, and upper limits (u.l.) to column densities for each high ionization absorption line are
listed for the three indicated velocity ranges. These estimates are based on a direct integration of the optical depth profiles
shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. For the highest velocity range ( v >190 km s-l), we only list lower limits for the Si IV and
C IV column densities. Near v _ 270 to 280 km s-1 the Si IV and C IV optical depths are so large they can not be reliably
measured (see§IIIb).
TABLE 4
COLUMN DENSITIES FOR HIGHLY IONIZED'MILKY WAY HALO GAS
Ion Predicted a Halo Stars b HD 5980 c HD 36402 d SN 1987A e
Nlsin bl < N Isin bl> N Isin bl N Isin bl N Isin bl
A1 Ill ...... 4.5x1012 4.6x1012
SiIV (3.3-6.4)x1012 =2x1013 2.8x1013 1.8x1013
C IV (4.3-7.9)x1013 =lxl014 1.8x1014 5.4x1013
NV (2.8-3.6)x1013 _-3x1013 2.2x1013 < 1.8x1013




a Predicted column densities of highly ionized gas through the halo (N Sin Ibl ) on one side of the galaxy
based on the time-dependent ionization calculations of Edgar and Chevalier (1986). The values assume a
fountain mass flow rate of 4Mo/yr on each side of the galactic plane. The mass flow rate has been
adjusted to provide approximate agreement for the average observed strength of N V absorption toward
high Izl halo stars. The two values of column density listed for each ion involve different assumptions
about the sizes of the cooling regions. These same calculations are able to explain the
C IV and O II]] emission measurements of Martin and Bowyer(1987) provided the fountain mass flow
rate is about 2x larger than assumed above.
b Observations are from Savage and Massa (1987) for Si IV, C IV and N V and from Jenkins (1978) for
O VI. The value for O VI is listed as a lower limit because the measures only extend to Izl --- 1 kpc.
c The values listed are for the sight line to HD 5980 in the SMC from Fitzpatrick and Savage (1983) and
refer to gas with v < 100 km s-1.
d The values listed are for the sight line to HD 36402 in the LMC from Savage and de Boer (1981) and
refer to gas with v < 120 km s-1.
e The listed column densities are for gas in the direction of SN 1987A with v< 120 km s -1 (see Table 3).
TABLE 5
EXPECTED COLUMN DENSITIES OF Si II* (cm "2)
5x10 -8 (_ -- 2) 5xlO-7 (_ = 2)
l_l/vw [M 0 yr -1 (kin s-1)-l]
lxlO -6 (/_ = 1) lxlO 6 (_, = 2) 2x10 -6 (_ = 1) 2xlO -6 (_ = 2)
4.9x1010 1.7x1012 5.6x1012 7.8x1012 3.0x1013 3.7x1013
FIGURECAPTIONS
Fig. 1.- Averagedhigh-resolutioninterstellarlineprofiles for SN 1987Abasedon theIUE
spectralistedin Table 1. In mostcases,four spectrahavebeenaveragedtoproducetheprofiles
shown. IUE flux hasbeenplottedagainstheliocentricvelocity for thelines listedin Table2.The
zerolevelof flux is indicatedby thetic marksontheverticalaxis. In somecasesmorethanone
ion absorbsin thespectralregionillustrated(seethecommentsto Table2). R indicatesadetector
reseaux.
Fig. 2.- Plotsof apparentlog N(v) vs heliocentricvelocity for threeabsorptionlinesof Si II: (1),
_.1526.72with log IX = 2.545(solidcircles),(2) X1304.37with log iX = 2.283(solidsquares),
and(3) _.1808.00with log IX = 2.545(opencircles). N(v) wasdef'medaccordingto Eqns. 1and
2, andis clearlynot valid for thetwo strongerlines,asexplainedin thetext. Logarithmsof the
apparentopticaldepthsx for the three lines are indicated by the scales on the right-hand side.
Small symbols above and below the main ones indicate the range ofpossible systematic errors
caused by uncertaintities in both the adopted continua and zero-intensity baselines (they do not
show errors attributable to each point's uncertainty caused by noise).
Fig. 3.- Logarithmic plot of apparent optical depth 'c (as defined by eq. 1) vs heliocentric velocity
for the A1 III 1854.72 )k line (solid circles) and 1862.80 ]_ line (open circles). The points for the
1862 ,_, line have been moved upward by 0.3 to correct for the fact that its transition probability is
smaller by a factor of 2. As with Fig. 2, small symbols on either side of the main points indicate
the range of systematic uncertainties. Log x = 0 on this diagram corresponds to N(v) = 1011.58
cm -2 (kin s- 1)- 1 (see Eq. 2).
Fig. 4.- Logarithmic plot of apparent optical depth x (as defined by eq. 1) vs heliocentric velocity
for the Si IV 1393.76/_ line (solid circles) and 1862.80 }k line (open circles). The points for the
1402 }k line have been moved upward by 0.3 to correct for the fact that its transition probability is
smaller by a factor of 2. As with Fig. 2, small symbols on either side of the main points indicate
the range of systematic uncertainties. Log x = 0 on this diagram corresponds to N(v) = 1011.71
cm -2 (kin s-l) -1 (see Eq. 2).
Fig. 5.- Logarithmicplot of apparent optical depth x (as def'm_l by eq. 1)vs heliocentric velocity
for the C Fv" 1548.20 ,/k line (solid circles) and 1550.77/_ line (open circles). The points for the
1550 tl, line have been moved upward by 0.3 to correct for the fact that its transition probability is
smaUer by a factor of 2. As with Fig. 2, small symbols on either side of the main points indicate
the range of systematic uncertainties. Log x = 0 on this diagram corresponds to N(v) = 1012.10
cm -2 (kin s-l) -1 (see Eq. 2).
Fig. 6.- log N(S! IV) - log N (A1 III) versus heliocentric velocity derived from the apparent optical
depth plots of Figures 4 and 3. Results are not plotted for those ranges of velocity where the
apparent optical depths are unreliable. Si IV and A1 IIl have very different line profiles which
implies that their column density ratios change substantially with velocity as indicated in this
figure.
Fig. 7.- log N(C IV) - log N(A1 III) versus heliocentric velocity derived from the apparent optical
depth plots of Figures 5 and 3. Results are not plotted for those ranges of velocity where the
apparent optical depths are unreliable. C IV and A1 ITI have very different line prof'des which
implies that their column density ratios change substantially with velocity as indicated in this
figure.
Fig. 8.- log N(C IV) - log N( Si IV) versus heliocentric velocity derived from the apparent optical
depth plots of Figures 5 and 4. Results are not plotted for those ranges of velocity where the
apparent optical depths are unreliable. C IV and Si IV have similar line proFdes which implies that
their column density ratios are relatively independent of velocity.
Fig. 9.- A1IN, Si IV, C IV Profilesfor R136a,R 144,andHD 36402from SavageandMeade
(1989). Intensityisplottedversusheliocentricvelocitywith thezerolevelof intensityindicatedby
thetic markson theverticalaxis. R136aandR 144aresituatedin the30Doradusnebulawhile
HD 36402lies beyondtheboundariesof thenebulain its ownH II region.Thelinesof A1III,
Si IV andCIV towardSN 1987A (seeFig. la) areintermediatein strengthbetweenwhat is seen
towardR136aandR 144.Thecomplexpatternof motionsof thenebulargasin the30Doradus
regionandbeyondprobablyexplainsthedifferencesin velocityof thehigh ionizationabsorption
from onesightfineto another.Whenlookingdirectlytowardthecenterof thenebula(e.g.toward
R136a)theoutflow velocitiesareratherextremeandproducenebularabsorptionfeatureswhich
overlaptheabsorptionnearzerovelocitydueto theMilky Way. R indicatesadetectoreseauxand
B indicatesabrightpixel,mostlikely producedby acosmicrayevent.Eachprof'deplotted
representsanaverageof five spectra(for R136aandHD36402)or two spectra(for R144).
Fig. 10.-Hydrogen0t _.6562.808emissionfine spectrumfor adirection10" southof SN 1987A.
Intensityis plottedversusheliocentricvelocityin km s-1. WeaktelluricHo_is apparentalongwith
thestrongHotemissionproducedby H 1Iregiongasin thegeneralvicinity of thesupernova.The
continuumis probably fight from thesupernovascatteredinto thespectrographThis spectrum
wasobtainedwith theechellespectrographonCTIO 4m telescopeby Y. H. Chu(private
communication).
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